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Would you like . . . and #149; Real Bible study and #151;that works with real teenagers? and #149;

Timesaving, easy-to-follow meeting plans? and #149; Creative, practical study that gets kids

involved during and after the meeting? and #149; A break from topics that are long on discussion

but short on scriptural answers? and #149; To get kids face-to-face with God's Word, so it can touch

their hearts and minds directly? and #149; To cover the Bible chapters you choose at the speed that

fits your group? and #149; Money-saving reproducible sheets and #151;instead of student books?If

your answer to any of those questions is yes, you're ready for Quick Studies B.C.!It's the

four-volume series of youth resources that takes you through every book of the Old Testament!Dig

into Genesis-Deuteronomy with this volume and #151;45 step-by-step studies! In each session

you'll find features like . . .Overview and #151;A quick passage summary to prepare you. Opening

Act and #151;An activity that gets the group going and focused on the passage. Q and amp;A and

#151;Questions and answers that get kids thinking and talking about key points. So What? and

#151;The wrap-up that helps kids apply what they've learned to their everyday lives.You even get a

reproducible handout for kids with each session and #151;none of those boring, fill-in-the-blank

student books to buy!Is your youth group or Sunday school class, high school or junior high, ready

for Quick Studies B.C.? Have the whole set on your shelf so you'll be ready, too!
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I have used the new testament books in this series, so I thought I would like this one and I am not

disappointed. I use them in teaching a young adult (college age) Sunday School class at my local

Protestant church. We do one lesson a week and generally these lessons are about the right length

for a 45 minute class with some adaptations. Generally the adaptations I make are in not doing the

intro or closing activity because these are often a bit juvenile for the age I am using them with,

however even this group occasionally likes to have a bit of fluff in their lesson and we do them.

Generally the lessons are thought provoking and on topic, providing a good mix of "I hadn't thought

of that" with "Oh, now I see" and generally a "so what" application. I recommend this series.

jimmy love it , just fine. Nice and valuable. help me a lot. arrived on time, nice package, really like

the product very sharp well balanced, good heft enjoyed using it very much
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